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Discover the Arboretum
Start near the main entrance (Waverley Street)
1)

At the entrance is a statue. Who is it?
___________________________

2)

3)

When was this person alive?
___________________________

The first bird cage has a label celebrating a long lived cockatoo
that used to live at the Arboretum.
How old was this bird when he died? ____________

4)

How many bird cages are there in the aviary? ______________

5)

You will come to a tree held up by a striped metal pole. What sort is it? Use
the clues on the back of this quiz (people can eat the fruit!)
___________________________________________

6)

What are the trees on the right (opposite side)? (clue, they have cones)
___________________________________________

Continue on main path and then turn right up hill – past more of the same types of
trees!
7)

What animals are carved on the old tree stump in front of you?
______________________________________________________

8)

Continue until you reach The
Chinese Bell Tower and the
cannons. How many cannons
are there in total?
_______________
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9)

In which War were these cannons captured? ______________________

10)

When was this War? ____________________________

11)

Name one of the battles mentioned. ______________________

12)

When was the Memorial built?

13)

As you leave this area, there is a tree on the left with copper coloured leaves.
What is it?
(use clues on back)

________

______________________________________
14)

15)

Then we have a special type of oak tree with furry leaves and furry acorns.
What sort of oak is it? ____________________________

You will come to a statue. Who is it?
_________________________

16)

17)

When was the statue put here?
__________________________

Further ahead is a tree with baby conkers on it. What is the proper name for
this tree? (use clues on back)
___________________________________________

18)

Then follow path in front of tunnel and up to corner – what sort of trees are
these? (some are copper coloured again). Squirrels love their nuts!
______________________

19)

Further along on left are trees with small leaves and silver trunks. What are
these? (clue – named after colour of their bark!)
________________________________
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20)

Continue until you come to a tree on left with big long toothed leaves. What
is this? (clue – people can eat the nuts from this tree!)
________________________________

21)

Then you will come to a junction where there is a tree with big leaves that
turn bright red in the autumn. Guess what - this is a red oak! Turn right and
follow path past band stand. How many seats are there on right in front of
fence?
________________________________

You will then pass two more red oaks (on right) and another tree that has conkers
on the left. Go straight on. Then you will see an unusual tree with leaves that are
almost straight at their tops – almost tulip shaped. Guess what – it is a Tulip Tree!!
They are quite rare!
On the right is a carved tree trunk with a bearded face on it.
22)

What number is carved at the top? ______________
(clue - this celebrates an anniversary of the Arboretum a few years ago)

23)

Follow path straight ahead and down the hill along the edge with street.
Straight opposite, what is the name of the street on the sign?
_________________________________

24)

You will come to a massive tree on the left with big leaves. This tree is
commonly grown in places like London and in many parks (clue – its name is
the same as something that can fly!)
__________________________________

25)

Then take path that goes left past the flower beds. This is the Victorian
flower garden. How many round flower beds are there?
__________________________________

26)

Return back to the start. Now look at the main notice board telling you about
the Arboretum. What does the word ‘Arboretum’ actually mean?
___________________________________________________

27)

Last question! In which year was the Nottingham Arboretum first opened?
__________________

If you enjoyed following this trail, please tell us about it on our website:
www.ng-spaces.org.uk
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